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About This Game

The Danish government wanted to annex the duchy of Schleswig to the Danish kingdom while the Prussian government, for
internal political and strategic reasons, wanted Schleswig to finally became a part of Germany.

A key element of Denmark's war strategy was the blockade of Germany's Baltic sea ports, thereby disrupting German overseas
trade and hindering Prussian naval operations in support the Prussian army. The supreme commander of the Prussian army

insisted that the navy attempt to breach the blockade.
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Title: Ironclads: Schleswig War 1864
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Totem Games
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 / Vista
Processor: Pentium 4 / Athlon 1.1 GHz or better
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: 128 MB GeForce 6600 / RADEON 9600 or better
DirectX®: DirectX 9.0C
Hard Drive:
Sound: DirectX Compatible/16-bit Sound PCI
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This game is a contender for the worst FPS game of the year 2018 and a disgrace to the Unreal engine. It is an attempt to grab
some easy money from an unfinished product that offers little in respect to gameplay. The game looks like something you can
get for free in the nineties, yet is expensive for no apparent reason. It even uses monster models from the previous game of the
developer, Unloved, for a fast and blatant cash grab from naïve Steam players.

Worst of all, due to poor developer skills, the game constantly crashes. I played it for 6 hours the day I bought it and I counted
seven crashes. If you do not believe me, take a look at this screenshot: https://cloudup.com/cv2NSx1YutA

Stay away from this cheater who calls himself a game developer. You have been warned!. Honestly, the game is best played
knowing nothing about it. All I can say is that you'll find it worth your time if you like a narrative, thought-provoking experience
instead of a typical game. The game has something to say about game development and stuff around it but the way it does is
really unique and almost disturbing. It had me thinking a lot and the game is best experienced while finished; you'll only get half
of the point of this game if you don't finish it.

Only thing I had wished for this game is if it was cheaper; I feel like the game has such an important message that it should be
even more accessible to people in general.. I'm so confused. From the menu, to not being able to walk through certain things, to
the.... giant garlic.

At the moment there's really no game. All you do is navigate a bit of a maze and collect masks.

Check out my video for more impressions and gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/Pm-Pe6Ecwgg
. super fun!!!. Great Time-Killer, if you like Nickervision games like Ding Dong XL, Orbt XL ect. and Retro Music. I'ts for
you.
I like the customizable map design, so you can make your own patterns. Can't wait for more songs and online Leaderboards.
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I bought all DLC for Assetto, but I bought the Red Pack mainly because of the two F1 cars, the F138 and the SF-15. I was
disapointed in a few aspects:

- The F138 handles nicely, but it consumes too much fuel. I'm not sure this is realistic as I've never seen this before (and I drove
many F1 cars in many simulators;
- The engine sounds on the SF15 are not too good if compared to the free MOD called "VRC Williams FW37". Every time I
shift up I hear a thump, exactly like when reloading my bazooka in Team Fortress 2 (the bazooka that holds 3 missiles);

Other than that, the Red Pack is of prestime quality and all other cars are of extremely high quality.. The other three
chapters,please!. Simple, but not easy on the higher levels, good fun. Whoa. The devs sure had a gall releasing this as a separate
DLC, much less one that costs so much for so very little.

  I was tempted to give this a pass - 'cause that's what the comic itself deserves, if only just - but the price, even on sale, is beyond
a joke. For free, it would only barely be worth your time. It's definitely not worth so much as a skerrick of your money. (Spoiler: it
takes less than ten minutes to read, and more-or-less "nothing" happens. Some nice artwork here and there, though.)

  Verdict: 4.5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/\u200b
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210\u200b
Cheers!). Yea, tell people to NOT buy a game because there isn't enough people online and give it a big fat red thumbs down?!
(MAKES SO MUCH SENSE)

I just got on at 7AM and the room filled up pretty quickly. (Euro Server)

It looks very much like Borderlands (semi-cell shaded). And plays very much like P.A.M.

I played a mode that was exactly Conquest Mode from Battlefield, which I love.. Good fun for a few hours. A nice little hidden
object game included and a bit of fun although can get quite annoying sometimes when prices are so ridiculously high and no
offers are accepted but thats realistic of life I guess.. The soundtrack is great but unfortunately, I can't seem to find it in my
library, it just opens the game.

I don't know how many times I,ve played you'll never guess this in an epic situation. I recommend this game. It's reminscent of
Virtua Cop and Time Crisis in a very good way. The developer is responsive to feedback as well. I asked for left handed mode
in the forums and the next day I had it. A little rough around the edges but well worth the asking price.. Bought this a few years
back; a few years later and I still didnt get the missions\/armors it said ._.
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